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Abstract-The aim of this paper is to investigate the stabilizability problem for composite sto- 
chastic systems and to apply the results to partially linear composite stochastic systems. In particular, 
we state sufficient conditions under which there exists a feedback law which renders the equilibrium 
solution of the closed-loop system deduced from a composite stochastic system exponentially stable 
in mean square. In the csse of partially linear composite stochastic systems, the stabilizing feedback 
law is linear and is related to the solution of a stochastic Fticcati-type equation. 
Keywords-Stochastic differential equation, Stochastic stability, Composite stochastic system, 
Feedback law. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to state sufficient conditions for the existence of stabilizing feed- 
back laws for composite stochastic systems and to apply the results to stabilize partially linear 
composite stochastic systems. In particular, we prove that partially linear composite stochastic 
systems can be exponentially stabilized in mean square by means of linear state feedback laws. 
The feedback stabilization of deterministic partially linear composite systems has been handled 
by different authors (see [l-5], for example). The stabilization by means of linear state feedback 
laws of systems in the form 
2 = f(z) + G(z, <)& (1) 
~=A<+Bu, (2) 
where z E W”, < E IV’, and u E IV has been studied by Saberi, Kokotovic and Sussmann [6]. They 
prove, under suitable conditions on the system coefficients, that if the nonlinear zero dynamics 
i = f(z) (3) 
are globally exponentially stable, then for every matrix K such that the matrix A + BK is 
asymptotically stable, the linear feedback law 21 = Kc renders the composite system (l),(2) 
globally exponentially stable. 
Our aim in this paper is to extend this result when both equations (l),(2) are corrupted by 
noise. A preliminary result in that direction has been proved by Chabour and Florchinger [7] 
The author wishes to thank E. Pardoux for the reference to inequality (26) used in thii paper. 
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when only equation (1) is corrupted by noise. The feedback stabilization of linear stochastic 
differential systems has been studied extensively (see [&lo], for example), whereas in the case 
of nonlinear stochastic differential systems only few results can be found in the literature (see 
[N--12], for example, and the references therein). The main tool used in the above mentioned 
papers is the stochastic version of the Lyapunov theorem (see [8], for example). 
This paper is divided in four sections organized 8s follows. In Section 2, we give a brief survey 
of the results proved by Khasminskii [8] on the stochastic Lyapunov machinery for the stability 
of the equilibrium solution of a stochastic differential equation. In Section 3, we introduce the 
class of composite stochastic differential systems we are dealing with in this paper. In Section 4, 
we state sufficient conditions insuring the existence of a state feedback law which renders the 
composite stochastic systems introduced in the previous section globally asymptotically stable 
in probability. This result is expressed in terms of the existence of a solution for a stochastic 
Kiccati-type equation when the composite stochastic system is partially linear. In Section 5, we 
prove that the class of stochastic differential systems introduced in Section 3 can be exponentially 
stabilized in mean square. Furthermore, when the system is partially linear, we state sufficient 
conditions-in terms of a stochastic Kiccati-type equation-in order to compute a linear stabilizer. 
2. STOCHASTIC STABILITY 
The purpose of this section is to recall the different definitions for the stability of the equilibrium 
state of a stochastic differential system and the stochastic Lyapunov machinery, introduced by 
Khasminskii [8], that we need in the sequel. For a complete presentation of these topics, we refer 
the reader to [8,9], for example. 
Let (0, F, P) be a complete probability space, and denote by {‘We, t E W+} a standard lP- 
valued Wiener process defined on this space. Consider the stochastic process zt E Wn solution of 
the stochastic differential equation written in the sense of Ito, 
and sssume that the coefficients b and Uk, 1 I k 5 m, are Lipschitz functionals mapping Wn 
into Wn, vanishing at the origin, and such that there exists a nonnegative constant K such that 
for any z in lP. 
If, for any s 1 0 and z E W”, xi’=, s I t denotes the solution at time t of the stochastic 
differential equation (4) starting from the state z at time s, one can introduce the notions of 
stability we are dealing with as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. 
(1) The equilibrium solution xt m 0 of the stochastic differential equation (4) is globally 
asymptotically stable in probability if, and only if, for any s 2 0 and e > 0, 
lim P x+0 ( 
sup ]xi’“] > c = 0, 
t?<t > 
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(2) The equilibrium solution xt 3 0 of the stochastic differential equation (4) is exponentially 
stable in mean square if, and only if, there exist nonnegative constants cl and c2 such that 
E Ix;‘212 5 cl Ix12e-c2(t-s), 
for any t 2 s. 
REMARK 2.2. If ok s 0, 1 I k 5 m, then assertions 1 and 2 in Definition 2.1 reduce, respec- 
tively, to the usual definitions of global asymptotic stability and global exponential stability for 
deterministic systems. 
Furthermore, denoting by L the infinitesimal generator of the stochastic process xtr that is, 
the second-order differential operator defined for any function $ in C2(Rn, R) by 
where aif = ET=1 c~(x)cr~(x), 1 I i, j I n, one can prove the following version of the 
Lyapunov theorem which gives sufficient conditions for the stability of the equilibrium solution 
of the stochastic differential equation (4). 
THEOREM 2.3. (cf [8, pp. 167, 186]) 
(1) 
(2) 
A sufficient condition for global asymptotic stability in probability of the equilibrium 
solution xt E 0 of the stochastic differential equation (4) is the existence of a Lyapunov 
function V defined on W” (i.e., a proper function V in C2(Wn,W) such that V(0) = 0 and 
V(x) > 0 for any x E W”, x # 0) such that 
for any x E IP. 
A sufficient condition for exponential stability in mean square of the equilibrium solution 
xt E 0 of the stochastic differential equation (4) is the existence of a Lyapunov function V 
defined on W” and three positive constants CQ, (~2, and aa such that 
LV(x) < 0, 
for anyx E Wn. 
%l42 i V(s) L mlx12, 
LV(s) I --Q31X12, 
Moreover, the following converse theorem gives necessary conditions for exponential stability 
in mean square of the equilibrium solution of the stochastic differential equation (4). 
THEOREM 2.4. (cf. [8, pp. 1871) Assume that the equilibrium solution xt E 0 of the stochastic 
differential equation (4) is exponentially stable in mean square and that the coefficients b and ok, 
1 5 k 5 m have continuous bounded derivatives up to order two. Then, there exist a Lyapunov 
function V defined on W* and five positive constants ai, 1 5 i 5 5, such that 
foranyxElP. 
+I2 5 V(x) I a21x12, 
Jwz) I -Q31d2, 
lVV(x)l I Q4lXl and (V2V(x)l I CYF,, 
REMARK 2.5. If Ok E 0, 1 I k 5 m, assertion 2 in Theorem 2.3, and Theorem 2.4 reduce to 
the well-known Lyapunov and converse Lyapunov theorems for global exponential stability of 
deterministic systems. 
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3. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to introduce the class of composite stochastic systems we are 
dealing with in this paper. Denote by (zt, &) E Wn x RF’, the pair of stochastic processes solution 
of the multi-input composite stochastic system written in the sense of Ito, 
where 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
zt = 20 + J ot(m.) + $(~8~wx8) ds + &w d%, 
J t J t et = 6 + F(Q 7 u)ds + G(G) dvs, 0 0
(5) 
xe and Q are given in Wn and IWP, respectively; 
{vi, t E W+} is a standard W’-valued Wiener process defined on the space (a, 7, P) inde- 
pendent of the Wiener process {ZOO, t E R+}; 
f and g are functionals in C~(llP,lP) and C~(Wn,Wnxm), respectively, such that f(0) = 
g(0) = 0; 
J is a Lipschitz functional mapping Wn x IF into W nxp such that there exists a nonde- 
creasing scalar function r(ltl) 2 0 bounded for all bounded 5 such that 
I I b>E) 5 r(w4 V(x,C) E R” x w; 
u is a measurable Wq-valued control law; 
F and G are Lipschitz functionals in C (WP x WQ, WP) and C (IF’, lRPxV), respectively, such 
that F(O,O) = 0, G(0) = 0, and such that there exists a nonnegative constant K such that 
IF (L u)l + IG (C)I K (I+ IEI + 14) 9 
for any (<,u) E RP x Wq. 
Moreover, one can introduce the notion of stabilizing state feedback law for the composite 
stochastic system (5) as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A measurable function u mapping Wn x Wp into RQ, vanishing at the origin, is 
said to be a stabilizing state feedback law for the stochastic differential system (5) if, and only 
if, the equilibrium solution of the closed-loop system 
xt = 20 + 1” (f (4 + %,L) DE.) ds + 1” &a) dws, 
J t St = 50 + F(LuhCs)) ds+ 0 J 
t G(L) dv, 
0
(6) 
is either globally asymptotically stable in probability or exponentially stable in mean square. 
Our aim, in the following sections, is to state sufficient conditions under which there exist 
stabilizing state feedback laws for the composite stochastic system (5). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY IN PROBABILITY 
The purpose of this section is to state sufficient conditions under which one can compute a 
state feedback law which renders the composite stochastic system (5) globally asymptotically 
stable in probability. In this section, assume that there exist functionals FI and Fz mapping WP 
into WP and lRPxq, respectively, such that for any (<, U) in WP x Wq, one has 
F (5, u) = J’i (0 + F2 (6) 21. 
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Then, one can prove the following theorem which is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the equilibrium solution xt z 0 of the nonlinear stochastic differ- 
ential system 
xt = 20 f 
J 
ot f (2,) ds + 1’9 (2,) dw, (7) 
is globally asymptoticafly stable in probability, and that a smooth Lyapunov function VI is 
known so that LlVl(x) < 0 for all x # 0, where L1 is the infinitesimal generator of the stochastic 
process solution xt of the stochastic differential system (7). firthermore, assume that there 
exists a control law ur mapping !R* into RQ such that the equilibrium solution of the closed-loop 
stochastic differential system 
Ct = Co + 
s 
ot (Fr (Es) + F2 Es) ~1(5s)) ds + /‘G (5s) dv, (8) 
0 
is globally asymptotically stable in probability and that a smoothLyapunov function V2 is known 
so that LsV2(() < 0 for all < # 0, where Ls is the infinitesimal geherator of the stochastic process 
solution & of the stochastic differential equation (8) and such that for every f E JP, one has 
DC = F2(<)*VWO. 
Then, the control law u defined on IP’ x IF by 
_ 
G,J) = w(t) - f(x,o*VKb) 
is a stabilizing feedback law for the stochastic differential system (5). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4.1. The closed-loop system deduced from the 
tern (5) when the control law ‘1~ is defined on IP x WP by (10) reads 
xt = 20 + I’ (f (~3) + ~(~,,G) DE.) da + 1’&8)&, 
ft (11) 
tt = Q + 1’ (A (Q) + F2Ksb1(59) - F2(&)j(x&)*W (x.d) ds + J, G(L) dv,. 
0 
Let W be the composite function defined for any (z,<) E !P x W’ by 
w (x,0 = Vi(x) + v,(t). 
Then, W is a Lyapunov function, and denoting by C the infinitesimal generator of the closed-loop 
system (ll), one has for any (x, <) E Wn x IF’, 
LWx,l) = &VI(X) + W(z)*~(x,WS + LzF&) 
- VWE)*F2W(x, 5)*VKb). 
(12) 
Therefore, taking into account (9) yields 
CW(x,C) = &K(x) + L2v2(1), (13) 
which implies that for every (CC, 5) E W” x I@‘, (x, 6) # (O,O), one has 
LW(x,<) < 0. 
Hence, according to Theorem 2.3, the control law ‘1~ given by (10) renders the stochastic differential 
system (5) globally asymptotically stable in probability. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
REMARK 4.2. 
(9) 
(10) 
stochastic differential sys- 
(1) 
(2) 
Sufficient conditions for the existence of a Lyapunov function associated with the equilib- 
rium solution of a stochastic differential equation which is asymptotically stable in prob 
ability are given by the converse stochastic Lyapunov theorem proved by Kushner [13]. 
A state feedback law ur which renders the equilibrium solution & 3 0 of the closed-loop 
system (8) asymptotically stable in probability can be obtained by means of the stochastic 
versions of Artstein or Jurdjevic-Quinn’s theorems (see [ll], for example). 
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Let us now particularize the above result when the second equation in (5) is linear. With this 
aim, assume that there exist matrices A, B, and Ck, 1 < k 5 T, in Mpxp(W), MpXq(W), and 
MpXp(W), respectively, such that the second equation in (5) reads 
<t = 50 + I” (A5.q + Bu) ds + 2 J” ck& dv,k. 
k=l o 
(14) 
Then, one can easily deduce the following result from the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume that the equilibrium solution xt E 0 of the nonlinear stochastic differ- 
ential system 
Et = 20 + otf(r.)ds+j’s(xa) dw, J 0 (15) 
is globally asymptotically stable in probability and that a smooth Lyapunov function VI is known 
so that L1 VI (z) < 0 for all z # 0, where LI is the infinitesimal generator of the stochastic process 
solution xt of the stochastic differentjill system (15). 
Assume that there exists a matrix K in M qXp(W) and a symmetric and positive definite 
matrix P in M pXp(W) such that 
(A + BK)*P + P(A + BK) + c c;Pc, < 0 
k=l 
and 
B*P+PB=D. (17) 
Then, the control law u defined on W” x IF’ by 
(16) 
4x, E) = K5‘ - f(x, C>*VK(xc> (18) 
is a stabilizing feedback law for the stochastic differential system (5). 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 4.3. This result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 by taking 
the Lyapunov function Vz defined on IV’ by Vz (<) = (PE, I) where P is given by (16) and (17). 
This concludes the proof of the corollary. 
REMARK 4.4. If the pair of matrices (A, B) is stabilizable, a sufficient condition for the existence 
of a symmetric and positive definite matrix P satisfying (16) is, according to Wonham’s result [14], 
that 
I/ co inf et(A+BK)’ KWAB) 0 CLCk etcA+sK) dt < 1, k=l 
where S(A, B) denotes the set of matrices K in MqXp(W) such that the matrix A + BK is 
asymptotically stable and 1.1 denotes the usual Euclidean norm of symmetric matrices (i.e., ]M] 
is the absolute value of the numerically largest eigenvalue of M). 
5. EXPONENTIAL STABILITY IN MEAN SQUARE 
Assume in the rest of the paper that D = I (the identity matrix in MpXp(W)) and that the 
function f is bounded on llP x WP. The main result of the paper on the stabilization in mean 
square of the composite stochastic system (5) is stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the equilibrium solution xt G 0 of the nonlinear stochastic differ- 
ential system 
rt rt 
xt = x0 + J, f (2,) ds + J, dxu)dwa (19) 
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is exponentialy stable in mean square and that there exists a state feedback law u defined on IW’ 
such that the equilibrium solution of the closed-loop system 
tt = co + s t F (L u (5s)) d.9 + 0 s t G 65) dvs (20) 0 
is exponentially stable in mean square. Then, the state feedback law u renders the whole ste 
chastic differential system (5) exponentially stable in mean square. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1. The closed-loop system deduced from (5) when the control law u is 
given by the hypothesis of the theorem reads 
2t = zo + 1’ (fb) + h&k) ds + /tsb4 dws, 
0 
J t s t tt = co + F(Js,u(Ja)) ds+ G (Ss) dv,. 0 0 (21) 
Since the equilibrium solution zt E 0 of the stochastic differential equation (19) is exponentially 
stable in mean square, one can deduce from the converse Lyapunov theorem (Theorem 2.4) that 
there exist a Lyapunov function V and five positive constants oi, 1 < i < 5, such that 
wl42 I V(z) I (Y2142, 
qz) L -&12, 
lVV(~)I a4151 and IV2V(z)) < a5, 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
for all z E W”, where L denotes the infinitesimal generator of the stochastic process solution zt 
of the stochastic differential equation (19). 
Therefore, applying ItA’s formula to V(zt), where the stochastic process (zt,&) solves the 
stochastic differential system (21), and taking the expectation on both sides of the resulting 
equality yields 
~~(V(lt))=E(LV(st))+E(VV(zt)G(st,~t)Et). 
Furthermore, for any a, b E W and c E W;, one has 
(25) 
abQa2+lb2. 
C 
Hence, taking into account inequalities (22),(23), one gets 
gE (v (Q)) 5 -zE (V (zt)) + cE (IVV (zt)i2) + ;r2E (lrt12) , 
(26) 
(27) 
where c E W$ and I’ is such that Ip(z, <)I 5 I?, for any (z, 5) E lRn x RP. 
On the other hand, since the equilibrium solution & E 0 of the stochastic differential equa 
tion (20) is exponentially stable in mean square, there exist positive constants 01 and /?2 such 
that 
E (IC12) 5 P~lbl~ ewPzt, (28) 
for any t 2 0. 
Thus, according to (22), (24), and (28), inequality (27) gives 
$E(V(zt)) L (-2 +c$) E(V(zt)) + ~plr21[o12 e-Pst. (2% 
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Moreover, since the constant ,& in (28) can be chosen “small enough” so that & < ((~s/2az), 
setting c = (c~r/c~~)(c~s/a~ - 2&) and applying Gronwall’s lemma to (29) yields 
1Pl 2 
E (J’ (Q)) I E (V (x0)) em202’ + --r 
c P2 
161~ (e-‘@st + 2 ,-Pat) . 
Therefore, taking into account (22), one gets 
Elzt12 I (30) 
Then, the equilibrium solution (zt, &) E (0,O) of the closed-loop system (21) is exponentially 
stable in mean square which implies that the control law u is a stabilizing feedback law for the 
composite stochastic system (5). 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Let us now particularize this result when the second equation in (5) reads 
(31) 
where A, B, and ck, 1 < k 5 T are matrices given as in the previous section. 
Then, the following result is an easy consequence of Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Assume that the equilibrium solution xt E 0 of the nonlinear stochastic differ- 
ential system 
J t 5t =xl) + f(zs) d +0 J tdd ws (32) 0 
is exponentially stable in mean square. 
Assume there exists a matrix K in MqXp(W) an d a s y mmetric and positive definite matrix P 
in Mpxp(W) such that 
(A + BK)*P + P(A + BK) + 2 c;P& < 0. (33) 
k=l 
Then, the control law u defined on W’ by 
45) = K< (34) 
is a stabilizing feedback law for the stochastic differential system (5). 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 5.2. This result follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 by noticing that 
the existence of a symmetric and positive definite matrix P in MpXp(W) satisfying (33) implies 
that the state feedback law u defined by (34) renders the stochastic differential system (31) 
exponentially stable in mean square (see [lo], for example). 
This concludes the proof of Corollary 5.2. 
REMARK 5.3. As it has been noticed above, if the pair of matrices (A, B) is stabilizable, a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a matrix P satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem is 
given by Wonham’s result [14] (see Remark 4.2). 
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